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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

7 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

10 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

4 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

7 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

36 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

6 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

5 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

3 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

8 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

2/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

1 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

25 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

7 / 15
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b) Does the team have relevant experience?

5 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

1/5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

2 / 10

Total Points - Team

15 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

5 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

5 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

2/5

d) Governance infrastructure

5 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

5 / 10

Total Points - Governance

22 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

N/A

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

N/A

Total Points - Regulatory

N/A

Total

98 / 225

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion
of the problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem better than other industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new
innovations that help solve users' problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they
copy/fork the original?
Answer: dForce is a collection of Defi protocols that cover assets, lending which involves decentralized lending and
borrowing through smart contracts, automating the execution of the protocol, serving, and trading which is a
Peer-to-Peer marketplace with aggregated liquidity. The protocol is currently deployed on Ethereum, Arbitrum,
Optimism, Polygon, Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
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source: dforce platform showing the lending protocol.
Furthermore, it has USX which is a stable coin with dual modes of minting, USXpowers global financial access with
openness, interoperability, composability, and decentralization. USX is the most important DeFi primitive within
dForce’s protocol matrix, starting off with an over-collateralization design, where supported assets can be used as
collaterals to mint USX within the respective approved LTV ratio (similar to DAI). However, USX distinguished itself
from other over-collateralized stablecoins in several aspects:
● A flexible and highly efficient dual model for minting – USX can be minted through Vault (single collateral &
risk-isolated), or via borrowing from supported lending protocols (pool-based & multi-collateral & market-driven
rates) directly.
●

●

Protocol controlled liquidity could also support scenarios to cover credit granting and multiple use cases. This
feature is particularly useful to facilitate protocol-to-protocol interactions, i.e., to provide liquidity to USX
bridges, seed liquidity into stablecoin swap pools, etc.
Decentralization. USX is 100% decentralized with DF holders governing the protocol, including but not limited
to parameter setting, liquidity operation, onboarding of new collaterals, new feature implementation, etc.
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Finally is has staking as a DEFI infrastructure in Web 3.

Source: dForce platform which shows the staking and the types which are lock-up and free staking

dForce has continued to grow by adding new tools and features like dForce Bridge, a cross-chain bridging tool
facilitating the instant and low-cost transfer of $USX and $DF across blockchains and layers deployed with dForce
protocols. To start off, dForce partnered with Celer's cBridge to power cross-chain bridging of $DF and $USX. Moving
forward, they stated that they will look for more collaborations and will introduce dForce customized bridges to
facilitate cross-chain bridging of more assets in a decentralized manner, serving as general public infrastructure to
power the growth of DeFi. Also, it has teamed up with platforms like Avalanche.

Source: dForce platform showing the Bridge protocol.
From these findings the project's strategy seems to have a suite of protocols working alongside each other which is
good however, there does not seem to be any particular technical or organizational innovations and even the
introduction of the bridge is yet to be seen if it will lewd to any differentiation. For this reason the protocol scores a 7.
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Score: 7

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit
evaluates if the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user
adoption/ #of users). To what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is
the timing of the product right for the market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
dForce has clearly found its market fit and satisfies a strong market demand. At the time of writing this, dForce is in
the top fourth in the BSC ecosystem lending list with regards to TVL, with a total TVL of $251.42M in all chains with
$63.34M being the BSC chain. This indicates that DeFi users are highly confident using their tokens in dForce.

The above image shows data from Defi Llama. The protocol is ranked 4th on the lending rankings with a TVL of
$63.4M. However, after analysing the protocol's dune dashboard, it is seen that dForce lending accumulated borrowing
is showing signs of volatilities and wavering growth currently sitting at a low of 675$ from a peak of around $2M on 31
August 2021.

Source: Dune Analytics
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With the following findings, the protocol is operating in a growing market with potential however it is showing signs of
struggling to maintain its numbers during turmoil periods such as the current bear market. For this reason the score
receives a -5

Score: 10

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve.
The category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example:
Lending). Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the
target market size.
Answer:
The lending and borrowing side is already a billion-dollar market that is expected to grow substantially with more
adaptation and better access to DeFi services.According to zdefi Llama, the combined TVL for lending protocols
currently sits at $14.6B. In comparison, the global lending market in TradFi is worth $8809.55 Billion, which would also
be the TAM ( Total Addressable Market) for dForce.
The SAM (Service Addressable Market) would be the users from the chains it is operating in, in this case would be the
lending users in all networks including Ethereum, fantom, Bsc where the market currently stands at $19.79B. Out if
this, the realistic targets dForce can capture would include users in thr chains however, this could also be limited due
to competitors as well as differemt user preferences.
The SOM (Service Obtainable Market) for dForce would be lenders or users looking to utilize its value propositions
such as dual minting through vaults and borrowing from supported lending protocols. Another target could also be
users looking to invest in stable coins where USX is offered by the protocol.
Overall, the lending market is a growing one as lending is a huge part of the financial ecosystem and has the potential
for exponential growth, especially once the markets start to recover.

Score: 8

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This
score offers a relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market
Note:
ROI= Revenue/TVL *100
Capital efficiency=Volume/TVL *100
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sector(s). To evaluate this, metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading
volume, number of users).
Answer:
Despite dForce offering other services such as synthetics trading, lending appears to be their core service and as a
result they have multiple competitors in the growing and competitive lending market. The competitors include Iron
bank, Venus Finance as well as Aave, which is considered to be a benchmark in the industry. The protocol offers other
services such as trading however the predominant service they provide is lending, and when looking at the overall
market, dForce comes at the top positions mostly around the top 5 so they are somehow contending to be a leader in
the ecosystem. The new growth is helping it develop slowly.
Looking at their competitors Sushiswap Kashi and Venus the current TVL is $185.3M and $628.1M respectively.
However, their capital efficiency would and this shows they are able to fully target their market and be competitive.

Protocol

TVL ($)

Real volume
($)

Revenue
30 days
($)

ROI %

Capital
Efficiency %

Goldfinch

$2.069M

$582.3k

890.5k

43.04

28.14

Aave

$4.55B

$170.3M

$6.7M

0.14

3.74

Sushiswap Kashi

$185.3M

$86.7M

$7.2M

3.88

46.7

dForce

$63.34M

$2.1M

$76.0k

0.11

3.32

Source:Token Terminal
Although smaller in terms of TVL, they have a low volume compared with Suchi swap but their ROI and capital
efficiency is the lowest compared to the rest so they have much to work on to reach the leaders of this segment and
dforce can become the benchmark if they improve. The capital efficiency is relatively low as well at 3.32%, which
means the protocol is struggling to utilize the TVL captured. For these reasons, the project gets a -6.

Score: 4

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents
a piece of “unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the

Note:
ROI= Revenue/TVL *100
Capital efficiency=Volume/TVL *100
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protocol (vertical integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the
number of relevant partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
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Answer:

dForce has partnerships and integrations with other projects. The protocol has the following horizontal integrations:
●
●
●
●

partnership with MCDEX which helped them to power DeFi perpetual trading by launching a USX pool, initially
supporting perpetual contracts of BTC, ETH, as well as BNB.
Another Partner is EntroFi which helped to Power Real-world Finance and Permissioned Institution
Onboarding.
NAOS Finance is also a partner and they helped to Onboard Real-World Assets Backed Loans which means to
onboard dForce as a credit facility and enables dForce to mint USX with RWA backed collaterals.
Celer’s cBridge which helped in the Cross-chain Bridging of DF and USX Through cBridge, $DF and $USX
tokens can be bridged across Ethereum, BSC (Binance Smart Chain), Arbitrum, and Optimism in a
liquidity-pool-based model with lower fees and faster transaction speeds.

As for vertical integrations, dforce currently has none. In terms of value, it appears the only solid integration appears to
be the Celer bridge. The other integrations appear to be a necessity. They do not create long term value and whether
they create unforkable value is questionable. For this reason, the score receives a -8.

Score: 7

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token
distribution, functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the
protocol, and the ability of the token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or
influence the protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
The token does represent voting power and is used to participate in governance. Token holders have complete control
over decisions concerning dForce protocols, including onboarding of new assets and collaterals, changes to risk
parameters, fee accrual, interest alignments, etc. dForce token can also be staked by introducing a hybrid model
featuring both Free Staking and Lock-up Staking, which is the first of its kind in DeFi. However, it is yet to be
determined how exactly this will work out as the new tokenomics have not been released yet. Overall the token's
capabilities are limited and for this, the score receives a -4.
Score: 6
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b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and
alignment among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the
tokens distributed widely or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting
schedules aligned with long-term vision?
Answer:
The protocol's documentation does not have a section for tokenomics which raises doubts. However, according to
coincu dForce article , the allocation was as follows:
●
●
●
●
●

20% will be allocated to investors, consultants and early investors in the project
20% will be allocated to the project development team
25% is allocated to the gravity pool
10% is provided for the development of the ecosystem
25% is used to keep the company running

Source: Coincu atricle
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Source: Etherscan
Further look into the token addresses show they are no signs of whales or potential signs of investors rugging the
project. The funds are also invested into Binance chain $5,423,409 , Arbitrium L1 $935,842 as well as the Celer bridge
at $134,939. The addresses appear to be sustainable with no signs of dumping, at least so far. It appears though as
the team and seed members have a portion of 50,000,000 which one might consider too high at this particular
moment. Also it appears that vesting period is missing from the allocation which is worrying and raises doubts about
the long term commitment of the project.
However, the new breakdown of tokenomics has not been released yet and after further inquiries the admin advised to
look into their coinmarketcap information as it is not yet available.
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Source: Discord
This makes the distribution of the new tokenomics questionable in different aspects such as DAO treasury allocation,
incentives for staking and community and other incentives. Also the fact there is no vesting, large portions to the team
and the tokenomics are still questionable makes it less assuring for users. For these reasons, the section scores a 5.
Score: 5

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
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Answer: According to the documentation, DF holders can select a lock-up period for staking between 1 week up to 4
years. Continuous allocation does not seem to have time decay during the lock-up period (the veDF balance holds
constantly throughout the selected period). The weightings are allocated by selected lock-up period:
1-year: 100 free staked DF for 25 veDF
2-year: 100 free staked DF for 50 veDF
3-year: 100 free staked DF for 75 veDF
4-year: 100 free staked DF for 100 veDF
DF holders participating in Free Staking will also receive DF as reward which is claimable on per block basis, whilst
those participating in Lock-up Staking will receive sDF as reward claimable at any time.
The fact that the protocol offers users the chance to lock their tokens for upto 4 years without emission makes it very
suspect as even the tokenomics themselves are still not released yet.
The tokenomics appear to lack emission and raises doubts as to why they would offer 4 years lock ups with no
emissions. The recent tokenomics are still to be figured out after the proposal they put out and there are limited
incentives in place that improve the protocol and disproportionately benefit select stakeholders. For this reason the
score receives a -7.
Score: 3

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute
value? (10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used
as an effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the
value created to the token holders?
Answer: The token is able to accrue value through free staking and minting. When DF holders stake their DF tokens
into the staking pool, they will receive sDF tokens in return which is the protocol's yield token.
Also, The protocol's USX has a pool based and vault based system of minting and redeeming. On the pool base, USX's
borrow interest rate will be anchored within the capped range and is decided by USX's utilization rate. For example, if
USX's target borrow interest rate is 3%, when market demand is high and the borrow interest rate goes above 3%, more
USX liquidity will be supplied to lending protocols via PDLP to bring down the utilization rate, ensuring the borrow
interest rate to stay range-bound (equal to or less than 3%).
Score: 8
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e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?
(5 points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:
As for centralized exchanges, The token is available on to name a few Binance.com with a daily volume of $477,464
and MECX Global exchange with a daily volume of $145,837, and Hoo.com with a daily volume of $122,806 and AEX
with a daily volume of $136,891. For Decentralized exchanges, the token is available on Uniswap, however with the
liquidity at a daily exchange of $427.

Source: coingecko
Overall the availability of the token is on a wide range of centralized exchanges, however liquidity still appears to be
low to support trading and exchange activities. The quality of some of the exchanges is also questionable.
Furthermore, the liquidity in DEXs appears to be extremely low with not enough liquidity on Uniswap. For this, the
protocol gets a score of 2.

Score: 2
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f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token?
(10 points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on
other protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
dForce token has the option to be used for Dual Liquidity Mining with DODO. Other than this, there are no other
external use cases outside the protocol itself.
Score: 1

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime
Rating favors teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the
specific anons involved can be taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members,
is there any way to track their background/record?
Answer:
CEO dforce - Mindao Yang Looking into their Github, they have the following contributors:
Vivienne H. - Global Operations.
Donald Nobel is their chief engineer.
Williw - Code vault contributor
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This is the rest of the team involved on LinkedIn.
Not much public information is available on the team or developers. Their Github also has the mentioned members
however it is also limited in terms of the projects and all the contributions made. For this reason, the score gets a 7.

Score: 7

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team
members have relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:
As it is a predominantly lending and trading protocol, experience in Finance and specifically loans as well as
technology is crucial. The ability to develop a solid product without major technical issues is also important. Mindao
Yang is the founder of dForce, and according to her linkedin, has over 10 years expertise in Private equity, special
situation, venture investments and banking spanning IT, food & beverage and blockchain. She has also worked at Hony
Capital, the largest private equity firm in China as well as being investment Director at Standard Chartered Principal
Finance Department.
In terms of technical development background, The chief engineer Donald Nobel, has 1 public repository project and
has an achievement of contributing code to several repositories on his github profile.
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Williw the core vault contributor, has achievements as a pull shark pulling requests and has over 16 public
repositories.
The founder has a solid background in finance having worked in private equity as well however, the extent of the
team's technical experience is not verifiable to some extent. The team looks to lack a certain level of transparency for
instance when asked about the admin keys below on the governance section. For this reason the section scores a 5.
Score: 5

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?
(5 points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the
team members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the
collective intelligence of the industry?
Answer:
The team is inactive and does not participate in debates as it is not public. Despite engaging in community calls where
they provide updates on dForce, governance as well as future development plans and research, the team is not at the
front of raising the collective intelligence of the industry. Also the calls are normally one sided and about dforce,
without as much engagement with the community. The protocol's twitter does also not appear to have regular spaces
or AMAs engaging with community members. For this reason the protocol scores a -4.
Score: 1

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate
resources? (10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the
team raised sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
The protocol's team has managed to secure $1.5M from Huobi Capital and Multicoin Capital
Also as the new tokenomics are not out yet, it is difficult to determine how the treasury is broken down and allocated
to different resources and sectors such as the DAO.
The protocol has a bug bounty with immunefi around its smart contracts and infrastructure with a reward up to
$100,000. However, in terms of human resources, it’s not clear to determine how they have flourished so far as they
are anonymous developers, with their team not public and do not have a dedicated career section on their website.
Furthermore, it appears the overall coordination within the protocol is limited. For these reasons the project gets a 2.
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Score: 2

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different
governance functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be
able to self-govern in a way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all
current and future stakeholders.

a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the
developers to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the
admin keys to exploit the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?

Answer: There is no documentation regarding the admin keys on their website. However, after inquiries on Discord, the
protocol's admin keys appear to be managed by a multi-sig with both community members and the core team.
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Source: Discord
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Source: Discord
After trying to look for information about the admin keys and how they are managed, they seemed not to understand
what the question was referring to and evaded it which seems sketchy especially when it comes to the management
of users funds. They later replied that the admin key is multisig. The lack of transparency and documentation
especially for a lending protocol is essential and this reduces their score. Also, it is difficult to determine the credibility
of the team and whether they are capable of reacting in time. For these reasons the protocol receives a score of 5.
Score: 5

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols.
How much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or
do they function solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
dForce Protocol Governance utilizes snapshot vote to both signal and vote on proposals by the community and core
members of the dForce Ecosystem. Generally there are not more than 25 votes on the proposals however it is noted
that most of the voters are generally the same addresses. As the tokenomics have not been released yet, it might be a
reliance on the team for decisions which is signalling.
The community proposals are submitted by community members to amend how the protocol functions, what tokens
are utilized for, how to deal with significant issues or enhancements,etc. Any member of the dForce who holds 10K DF
Tokens can submit a community vote. Below is an example of a proposal on Implement DF Staking, Governance and
new tokenomics.
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Source: Snapshot
With the above findings it is not as transparent whether members are actually involved in governance with the
protocols upgrades, changes and decisions especially considering the new tokenomics are not out yet. For this reason
the score receives a 5.
Score: 5
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c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance
is practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to
the governance process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the
protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
The protocol uses their forum page and is relatively active with the last proposal having ended 2 months of writing
this report, having over 40 proposals, 1000 votes, and 200 different voters. All proposals are posted on dForce Forum
for discussion before initiating a vote. However as noted, it appears the recent proposals have had the same
addresses and only about 225 addresses have enough tokens to put forward a proposal.
The threshold should be at least 50% of DF votes participated in favor of the proposal, or it is deemed rejected. You
will have to re-submit your proposal if needed. Quorum in around 2% of total outstanding votes.
The infrastructure is reliable and commonly used in terms of getting members involved; however, the activeness of
voters is still low and one might assume it is the core team maintaining decisions within. For this reason the score
receives a 2.
Score: 2

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's
governance. Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for
governance debate? Is there sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
The protocol uses its forum for voting on proposals. Quorum set at around 2% of total outstanding votes. If the
community vote is well understood, respected, and supported, then a core Implementation Proposal may be submitted
by a core member. Below is an image showing the initial stages of proposals being proposed before taking them to
snapshot
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Source: dForce forum
Overall the protocol only uses Snapshot and despite being reliable it is not enough especially considering how their
discord is relatively inactive on governance. For this reason the protocol deserves a score of 5
Score: 5

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in
terms of agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does
the protocol have a formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it
promote good governance?
Answer:
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The protocol does display a short and clear formal governance process on their documentation. However, the team
implementation is still questionable especially with the low and usually same addresses voting on proposals.

The source is from the website of the project which explains the Governance process. The fact that the team
implementation is still questionable, new tokenomics still not out yet and their discord governance channel being
inactive makes the protocol score a -5.
Score: 5

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the
Protocol. To be able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with
regulatory requirements, or limit itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of
the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol
accountable in case of a breach of the agreement?
Answer: The Project appears to not have documented form that shows a legal entity which cound be held
accountable. We can only see delegation of Governance which shows us the voting shares together with their wallets
and the holder's Twitter account. However, since it is predominantly DAO governed the score is N/A.
Score: N/A

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
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If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the
jurisdiction be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining
accountable.
Answer: There is no jurisdiction attached to the protocols so thus they are anonymous. This might be worrying to
potential investors who would like to join the protocol. The owner seems to be from China and the regulations there
are a bit strict but didn't see them state that that is the area of their operation. However, it is DAO governeed and score
is N/A.

Score: N/A
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